Sounding Off On School Culture |
Five takeaways from this week’s School Culture By Design Podcast
“Tiny Steps for School Culture”
Phil Boyte Mini Podcast
1) Our culture is made up of our habits. Repeating the little things over and over is what helps create your school
culture. Change is not an event… it’s a process. You can’t have a six-hour faculty meeting and assume from there that
the school culture is going to dramatically shifts. Those long meetings give you a chance to know people. That builds
relationships. Relationships lead to trust. Trust leads to engagement. Engagement leads to meaningful conversation.
And meaningful conversation leads to success.
2) Food brings people together! Eating together builds a foundation and trust. “Lawn chair lunch” is a great start… and
it’s free. Have your faculty all bring their lawn chairs once a month and eat together in the lawn. One administrator
used some of his budget to pay for the teacher’s lunches so they can eat with the students in the cafeteria a few times
a week. If a teacher spends some quality time with students in a non-classroom environment, it helps build their
relationships, and in return produces better classroom outcomes.
3) Team builder idea: Pennies. Give everyone in the group a penny. Ask them to look at the date on their coin. Tell
them to think of something significant that happened in their lift that year. And go around the circle and have
everyone take one minute to share something that happened that year.
4) Find small groups of faculty members on your campus who you know are committed to improving the school
culture and get them together. Invite them out for pizza or to your house, and get everyone together and share
ideas of how they’d like to see the school improve. Make it a fun gathering. Ask them to think of three little things
they’d like to change in the next two weeks. It could be as little as wanting people to say “please”, say “thank you” and
hold the door open for others. And make a bunch of signs that reminds the students and faculty, “We say please!” “We
hold open doors for each other.” It’s simple little things, but what a difference! And then arrange another get-together
in a month, and ask them all to bring another colleague from the school they would like to get involved. Keep doing
that and see the momentum build!
5) Community building idea: “We are ________!” A group of student leaders in Reston, Virginia, after the election
wanted to bring a sense of community to their school. Their school mascot was the Seahawks, so the made a big sign
that says “We are the Seahawks.” But then all around that they thought of things that define them as people – Athlete.
Black. Skateboarder. Gamer. They had 75 different words. And they wrote them all up on pieces of cardboard and
surrounded the “We are the Seahawks” with those descriptors and left them in a prominent place on campus for the
students to see when the walked in on Monday. When they saw those signs, kids started taking pictures of it or
standing by the things that represented them. Students now want to hang out there because they feel okay that
“this is us!” A kid that might have felt alone can see something that describes them up there and feels there’s a place
for them.
Book recommendation: “Switch: How To Change Things When Things Are Hard” – Chip & Dan Heath

